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Our students are not issued one to one devices at PEAK Academy. With that in mind, the following plan would be in effect should we need to close.

- Packet work is being collated for each CORE course we offer 6th – 12th grade.
- We would forgo Study and Social Skills for the duration of the closure; they are communication courses that entail face to face interaction.
- Teachers will schedule two ZOOM courses a week for each class, they teach.
- Students with internet access (of which no one has indicated not having access) will be invited to a ZOOM class with face to face interaction with teacher through the email he/she provided to staff, as primary email.
- Lists of local resources for food and medical needs have been put together for each location and will be disseminated.
- Teachers will have published email and office hours for the week(s) we are not in school. During these office hours, teachers will be available to students to reach out via email and set up meeting times via ZOOM to assist with work.
- Students will have one to two days upon return to school in which each class will be working on packet work recovery to ensure that each student has completed work.
- Full credit will be given for coursework completed during this time period.

Please let me know of any questions/concerns.
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